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Quasi-realists argue that meta-ethical expressivism is fully compatible with the central

assumptions underlying ordinary moral practice. Recently, Andy Egan has developed a vexing

challenge for quasi-realists, arguing that expressivism is incompatible with central assumptions

about error in moral judgements. In response, Simon Blackburn has argued that Egan’s

challenge fails, because Egan reads the expressivist as giving an account of  moral error, rather

than of  judgements about moral error. In this paper I argue that the challenge can be

reinstated, even if  we only focus on the expressivist’s account of judgements about moral error.
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According to meta-ethical expressivism moral judgements are non-representational

states, while descriptive judgements are representational states. One major worry

about expressivism is that it undermines certain central assumptions underlying

ordinary moral practice. Quasi-realism is the project which aims to show that this

worry is unfounded. In a recent paper Andy Egan argued that this project fails,

because expressivists cannot account for the possibility of  particular kinds of  error in

moral judgements [Egan 2007]. While Simon Blackburn responded to Egan’s

challenge [Blackburn 2009], I argue that even if  we accept Blackburn’s response,

Egan’s challenge persists. I briefy present Egan’s argument and Blackburn’s response,

and then argue that Egan’s challenge ultimately survives Blackburn’s response.

According to Egan, to account for all assumptions underlying ordinary moral

practice, expressivists have to account for the possibility that one’s own moral

judgements might right now be fundamentally mistaken. A judgement is fundamentally

mistaken in Egan’s sense, if  it is mistaken and ‘stable’. A judgement is stable if ‘no

change that the believer would endorse as an improvement would lead them to

abandon it’ [Egan 2007: 212]. The problem, so Egan, is that the best expressivist

account of  frst-person moral error rules out the possibility of  frst-person present

fundamental moral error. This is the account suggested by Simon Blackburn:

The problem comes with thinking of  myself  […] that I may be mistaken. How can I
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make sense of  my own fears of  fallibility? Well, there are a number of  things that I

admire: for instance, information, sensitivity, maturity, imagination, coherence. I know

that other people show defects in these respects, and that these defects lead to bad

opinions. But can I exempt myself  from the same possibility? Of  course not (that would

be unpardonably smug). So I can think that perhaps some of  my opinions are due to

defects of  information, sensitivity, maturity, imagination, and coherence. [Blackburn

1998: 318]

According to Egan, while this account is the best option for expressivists, it rules out

frst-person present fundamental moral error:

For me to be fundamentally in error, I need to have some moral view that’s (a) stable,

and (b) mistaken. But given Blackburn’s account of  moral error, this can’t happen. For

my moral [judgement] that P to be stable is for it to be such that it would survive any

improving change (or course of  improving changes). For my moral [judgement] that P to

be mistaken is for there to be some improving change (or course of  improving changes)

that would lead me to abandon P. So on Blackburn’s account of  moral error, a moral

[judgement] is mistaken only if  it’s not stable. So for me to be fundamentally in error, I’d

need to have some moral view that was (a) stable, and (b) not stable, which I pretty

clearly can’t have. [Egan 2007: 214]

So, expressivists are committed to

FIRST-PERSON IMMUNITY: I have an a priori guarantee against

fundamental moral error.

FIRST-PERSON IMMUNITY, however, conficts with central assumptions underlying

ordinary moral practice. Quasi-realism fails.

Blackburn remains unconvinced. He argues that Egan’s objection rests on a

misunderstanding [Blackburn 2009: 205-207]: Egan’s argument rests on the

assumption that Blackburn is giving an account of  what frst-person error is. On this

account to be in error is to have made a judgement which would not survive

improving changes, where what an improving change is, is determined by what

changes ‘the believer would endorse as an improvement’ [Egan 2007: 212; my emphasis].

If  Blackburn’s remarks are understood this way one can see that one’s present moral

judgements cannot be fundamentally mistaken, as they would have to both survive

anything one would endorse as an improving change and not survive something one

would endorse as an improving change.

The problem with Egan’s argument, so Blackburn argues, is that this is not how

his proposal should be understood. On Egan’s reading ‘improvement’ is a descriptive

notion, which turns error-attributions into representational states. However,

‘improvement’ is supposed to be a normative notion, in the sense that it requires the

same treatment as moral judgements. An expressivist should, consequently, hold that



error-attributions are non-representational states. On this account, what an

improvement is, is a normative question to which ‘what the relevant thinker would

regard as an improvement’ constitutes just one (implausible) answer. Nothing in the

expressivist account commits her to that answer though. Egan’s argument goes wrong

because of  his assumption about how expressivists will give an account of

judgements about frst-person error, namely in terms of  what error is. Blackburn, on

the other hand, is giving an account of  what it is to think someone to be in error on

which the question what error is turns out to be normative itself.

Even if  we concede this, however, Blackburn’s response does not dispose of

Egan’s challenge. Remember that a moral judgement is fundamentally in error if  and

only if  it is (a) stable and (b) mistaken. What is it, though, to think someone to be

fundamentally in error in her moral judgement, on an expressivist account?

According to Blackburn it is to think that she has a moral judgement M such that (a)

nothing she regards as an improvement would lead her to abandon M and (b) there

being some improvement that would lead her to abandon M. The crucial challenge is

whether there is an expressivist account of  the mental states this judgement consists in

which escapes Egan’s worry. This is the fundamental challenge underlying Egan’s

argument. Blackburn fails to discharge the theoretical burden to escape this

challenge, however, as he has not given such an account. Furthermore, on a plausible

account of  the above thought, expressivism’s commitment to FIRST-PERSON

IMMUNITY reappears.1

On Blackburn’s proposal, error-attributions to moral judgements are

judgements that the relevant person is open to improvement and that this

improvement would lead to an abandonment of  the judgement in question. What is

relevant here is an improvement in the person’s ‘moral sensibility’, where the person’s

moral sensibility is her set of  mental dispositions which take some mental state as an

input and generate a moral judgement as an output. The notion of  an ‘improvement’

in a sensibility can be understood in terms of  some sensibilities being better than

others. 

Given this, an error-attribution to A’s moral judgement M seems best

1 An anonymous referee suggests that Blackburn might resist this challenge, by holding that
expressivists not only have no commitments on what error is, but also on what it is to judge
someone to be in error. This move, however, is not open to expressivists. Expressivists want to
explain moral thought and discourse in terms of  the distinctive nature of  moral judgements. And,
expressivists can be quietists about what moral error is, because of  their specifc account of  this
nature. But, this justifcation does not extend to quietism about judgements about moral error.
Furthermore, if  expressivists hold such judgements to be normative in the sense that they deserve
the same treatment as moral judgements (which is partially why expressivists have no commitment
on what error is), expressivists owe us an account of  these judgements.



understood in terms of  a complex judgement consisting in:

(i) A judgement that any sensibility Sx is better than any other sensibility

Sy, if  Sx has certain features F1, F2, …, or Fn which Sy lacks.

(ii) A judgement that there is (at least) one feature Fx (of  those mentioned

in (i)) which is such that A’s sensibility S lacks it and if  A’s sensibility

changed so that it had Fx, M would be abandoned.

One can account for this complex state, by giving an account of  its parts.

How should an expressivist understand (i)? A simple suggestion is this: to judge

that any x is better than any y, if  x has certain features F1, F2, …, or Fn which y lacks,

is to approve of  preferring any x over any y, just in case x has certain features F 1, F2,

…, or Fn which y lacks. Along these lines, (i) can be understood as

(i*) Approval of  preferring any sensibility Sx over any other sensibility Sy,

if  one comes to judge that Sx has certain features F1, F2, …, or Fn,

which Sy lacks.

What about (ii)? (ii) is just the judgement that the sensibility of  the person lacks

at least one feature Fx of  those features specifed in (i*) and that the person would

abandon M if  her sensibility gained Fx. In this context there is no need to say more

about thoughts of  the form of  (ii) than this.

This gives us an account of  the complex judgement in which error-attributions

consist on Blackburn’s account. Note that on Blackburn’s account this complex

judgement will not be a representational state, even though parts of  it might be

representational states (namely (ii)).2 The account is not a form of  descriptivism, but a

form of  expressivism about error-attributions.

The crucial question is whether this account can cash out the relevant

judgements about fundamental error that Egan thought problematic for expressivists.

As it turns out, it cannot. While it can accommodate judgements of  the form

(E) A’s moral judgement M is stable, but it might be mistaken.

if  A is someone else, it cannot do so if  A is oneself.

When we make these judgements about someone else, the judgement consists in

the following combination of  mental states: First, the judgement that M is stable,

which is the judgement that there is no sensibility Sx which is such that A would

approve of  preferring Sx to her current sensibility and which would lead her to

abandon M. Second, a complex judgement constituted by (i) approval of  preferring

2 The possibility of  complex judgements which are non-representational states even though some of
their parts are representational states was recently highlighted by proponents of  meta-ethical
hybrid theories, most notably Michael Ridge who defends a hybrid expressivism. See [Ridge
2006].



any sensibility Sx over any other sensibility Sy, if  one comes to judge that Sx has

certain features F1, F2, …, or Fn, which Sy lacks, (ii) a judgement that there might be

(at least) one feature Fx (of  those mentioned in (i)) which is such that A’s sensibility S

lacks Fx and that if  A’s sensibility changed so that it had Fx, M would be abandoned.

This is a coherent thought. So, the account can capture attributions of

fundamental error to someone else. If  the person of  which one thinks that she might

be fundamentally mistaken is oneself, however, the account runs into trouble. On the

account, this thought consists in the following combination of  mental states: First, the

judgement that M is stable, which is the judgement that there is no sensibility Sx

which is such that one would approve of  preferring Sx to one’s current sensibility and

which would lead one to abandon M. Second, a complex mental state constituted by

(i) approval of  preferring any sensibility Sx over any other sensibility Sy, if  one comes

to judge that Sx has certain features F1, F2, …, or Fn, which Sy lacks, (ii) a judgement

that there might be (at least) one feature Fx (of  those mentioned in (i)) which is such

that one’s own sensibility S lacks Fx and that if  one’s sensibility changed so that it had

Fx, M would be abandoned.

The combination of  these thoughts is inconsistent, however: when I judge that

my moral judgement M is stable, I judge that there is no feature Fx such that I approve

of  preferring any sensibility Sx over any other sensibility Sy, if  Sx has Fx and Sy lacks Fx,

my own sensibility lacks Fx and changing my sensibility to one that does have Fx,

would lead to the abandonment of  M. But, when I judge in accordance with (ii) I

think that there might be some feature Fx such that my own sensibility S lacks Fx and if

my sensibility changed so that it had Fx, M would be abandoned, where the possible

values of  Fx are identifed by the sensibilities I approve of  preferring. However, one

cannot consistently think this: the second judgement concedes a possibility the frst

rules out. Consequently the very thought that I might myself  be in fundamental error

is inconsistent. So, I do have an a priori guarantee against this kind of  error. Expressivists

are still committed to FIRST-PERSON IMMUNITY. Quasi-realism is still threatened by

Egan’s challenge.3
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